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CHALLENGE YOUR LIMITS –
INSPIRE YOUR LIFE
July 22. – 28. 2018
Titignano, Umbria, Italy

International Summer Conference 2018
For over 30 years, we have been offering the International LEP-Summer Conference, and for many years it has been located in Titignano.
These weeks in this small and cosy village in Umbria offer experiences full of vitality and creative powers, where life gains inspirations
and enthusiasm.

The summer conference 2018 offers new opportunities with more
variety: workshops with a focus on well being; personal learning
with different intensities and spiritual experience and development.
You can choose between the different options with different grades
of intensity and create a program, which fits your needs.

This year‘s theme oft the summer conference is “Challenge Your Limits – Inspire Your Life”. We invite you to explore your limits and to
experience yourself, your potential and your life energy. And to enjoy
the marvellous surroundings.

The common spirit of all these workshops is the understanding of
the meaning and effect of life energy, as it was developed in LEP.

This week is for those of you who want to go further in your personal development with Life Energy Process, together with like-minded
participants and supported by LEP-teachers and -trainers from different countries.

The Theme: Challenge Your Limits –
Inspire Your Life
Personal limits are important. They show us who we are and who we
are not and they protect us from unwanted or harmful inﬂuences from
the outside.
Very often there are problems arising around this issue, which are reducing our quality of life. Some are developing limits, which are unclear
and too open. By doing this it´s difficult to have a clear access to one´s
own needs and the feeling of being at the mercy of others arises. Others
are staying in their limits, always looking to keep safe. They create an
inﬂexible comfort zone, which doesn´t allow for new challenges. The
consequence is the experience of boredom and repeating routine.

Life Energy Process
Life Energy Process was developed by Stèphano Sabetti as a holistic system, which supports personal growth in harmony with the individual potentials. It offers a combination of spiritually oriented body- and energy
work as well as psychological inquiry. To achieve this, we use the direct
experience of the own body as a medium to come into contact with the
ﬂow of life energy.
LEP helps provide a clear understanding of the dynamics of life and the
immanent change processes.
Our problems and conﬂicts often develop when we, or the organization
we´re in, struggle with the natural process of change by repeating usual
but unsuccessful patterns.

But challenges are the prerequisites for liveliness, learning and development. Specifically unexpected challenges are inducing our organism and
our soul to become wide awake, to find new responses immediately
and by this to grow and develop further.
The week provides multiple opportunities to overcome old patterns, to
come to know new sides of yourself and to experience your pleasure,
creativity and joy which increases with the released energy. In consequence, life wins inspiration and enthusiasm.

The Program
Every morning, there will be a lecture on a specific theme in preparation for the bodywork in the whole group. In the afternoons you can
choose from a list of smaller workshops in two workshop phases.
There will be workshops in dance, dance therapy, expressive body
work, yoga, pool work, massage and meditation related to “Challenge Your Limits – Inspire Your Life”, the theme of the week, with a
focus on supporting your personal and/or professional process.
International experienced, qualified trainers and therapists in LEP
will create the conference.

Among other things, the week will offer:
By learning to detect these patterns and with an understanding of the
dynamics of change and conﬂicts, we support the process to wholeness
and a fulfilled life.
We have this deep knowledge inside us which shows us what is right and
important for us and which challenges are ripe to be confronted. The LEP
professionals will support you to come into contact with this knowledge.

› Acquasus® – pool work
› Dansergia® – dance therapy
› Vocia® – voice work
› Sphurana Yoga®
› Life Energy Therapy® – body psychotherapy
› Process Inquiry® – verbal inquiry

The Schedule for the Program

Day 1:

You can choose between different main foci and degrees of intensity and create your individual program. Aside from the normal
program, there will be many lively moments during the week, such
as: Chill Out, Party night and the joy of being together and to be
inspired.

Welcome meeting, information about the week

Day 2 and 3:
Morning
Lecture
Practical LEP experience
Afternoon
Different workshop possibilities in 2 periods
Day 4:
Free day
Afternoon

The week is planned* as follows:

Individual sessions possible
Celebration and Dance

Day 5 and 6:
Morning
Lecture
Practical LEP experience
Afternoon
Different workshop possibilities in 2 periods
Day 7:
Morning

Departure after breakfast

Some evenings, videos from the day’s work will be presented for
learning purposes.
					
*Changes may occur

The Place
Titignano, an Umbrian village 100 km north of Rome. This 17th century village has been carefully developed into a spacious estate with
a swimming pool and conference facilities. The perfect place to enjoy
Italian culture in a relaxed atmosphere, far away from city life – the
perfect place for coming together, learning and inspiration.
There are available:
› double or triple bed occupancy
› Single rooms available with extra
fee (limited)
› meals with Umbrian and Tuscan
specialties, local wine included
with all meals
› Vegetarian meals are
possible.

Costs, including full board and lodging for 6 days:
Application
before May 15.
after May 15.
› Adults:
990 Euro
1.080 Euro
› Fee for guests:
595 Euro
595 Euro
(only full board and lodging)
› Children between 3–13: 285 Euro
285 Euro

Children
Children are an important part of our lives and are
lively teachers. The Summer Conference provides
a childcare program of play and learning during
conference hours for children over 3 years old.
If childcare coordination is desired, please contact the
Institute early in advance.

Trainers and therapists
Widmantas Skutta
LEP Teacher (LET), Psychotherapist and Organizational Consultant.
Director of the Institute for Life Energy, Germany.
Birgitta Ahlsell
Life Energy Process - Psychotherapist (Dansergia), Movement Therapy,
Massage Therapist, Bowen Therapist, Sweden.
Pia Brunner
LEP - Psychotherapist Group Level (Acquasus Pool work, Dansergia),
Psychotherapy, Swimming and Gymnastic teacher, Dance and Movement therapist in psychiatric clinics in Germany.
Helga Köhler
Life Energy Process - Psychotherapist (Dansergia), Dipl.Pedagogist,
non-medical practitioner, Teacher f. African Dance, Creative therapist
in a psychosomatic clinic, Germany.

Application
Please send the application (latest June 20th) to:
INSTITUTE FOR LIFE ENERGY
Widmantas Skutta, Director
Weisshausstr.25/Nebeneingang,
D-50939 Cologne, GERMANY

Inga Mayer
Life Energy Process - Psychotherapist Group level (Sphurana Yoga),
Body psychotherapist, non-medical practitioner, Ayurveda therapist,
MBSR, MSC und Yoga teacher, Germany.
Mette Oerbaek
Life Energy Process - Psychotherapist (Dansergia), Psychotherapist
MPF, Coach, Teacher, Meditation guide and Process facilitator, Denmark.
… and others

For more information about Life Energy Process and the 2018 International
Summer Conference please visit our website: www.lifeenergyprocess.de

Application to the LEP Summer Conference 2018

“Challenge Your Limits - Inspire Your Life”
Name

First name

Address

Age (of children only)

Train

E-mail: inlifecologne@t-online.de
Tel: 0049 221 9311 9060
Infos in Scandinavia: Pia Brunner,
Tel: 00 45 203 17 920

W. Skutta
IBAN: DE71370 501980 10877 3094
BIC/Swift: COLSDE33XXX

Telephone-Private/ Work

Car

E-Mail

Previous experiences with LEP

I hereby confirm my application to the LEP Summer Conference 2018 from July 22nd - 28th. in Titignano. I declare that I’m
personally responsible for the consequences of my voluntary participation in the LEP Summer conference.
In case of withdrawal until latest May 31st. 2018 there will be a reimbursement of 90% of the fee, until June 18th. 50%.
Thereafter, no reimbursement will be possible. This will be valid also in the case of illness or other unexpected circumstances.
Place/Date			

Signature

You will receive a confirmation 1-2 weeks after we have received your
application and full payment. More detailed information will come later.

Plane

Profession

Previous therapy experiences

Payment:
When applying, please transfer the Summer
Conference fee to the following bank account:

Arrival by (please cross)

Be aware: a place is only reserved upon full payment.

Sum in total €

